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A Miscellany of Manuscripts - American, English and Scottish
1. (Account Book - Ashfield, Mass.) Manuscript account book of Josiah Smith, Ashfield, Franklin
County, Mass., 1818-1840s. 4to, reverse sheep. Approx 100 leaves, both sides. Upper board hanging by
thread, portion of spine gone; otherwise sound and complete.
$225.00
A record of detailed expenses and individuals from this hill town in western Mass. Judging by the credit
accounts, Smith was a store keeper.
2. (Account book - grocer - New Haven, Ct.) Manuscript accounts of John A. Anderson, No. 96 Crown
St. Newhaven, Ct. January-March, 1864. 2 vols. folio, printed wrappers of the Episcopal Academy,
Cheshire Ct. titled 'Ledger' and 'Day Book.' Pp. [5] & [9] on ruled paper. Good.
$50.00

VILLAGE ECONOMY

3. (Account book - Hat Maker - Vermont.) Manuscript account books of Asa Davis, Chester,
Vermont, 1816-1862. 2 volumes, folio, reverse calf. Vol. I: 227 leaves; Vol II: 237 leaves. A
thumb-lettered index to Vol. I, stitched in wallpaper wrappers, is inserted.
$1,500.00
An exemplary pair of stout folio volumes, notable for their detail and nearly half-century documentation
of a hat maker's trade in central Vermont. "Trade" is the key word here for Davis' offerings of caps, fur
bonnets, military hats, sun bonnets, etc., are paid for in an astonishing variety of a bartered goods,
including skins - rabbit, lamb and sheep, cat, muskrat, fisher, raccoon, skunk, fox, mink, beaver pelts - as
well as feathers, maple sugar, furniture, fire wood, cheese and butter, meats and vegetables and other
goods, along with services such as hauling, building, plowing, digging, etc., all of which provides a
picture of localized village economy of unusual completeness. Although the volumes are not signed,
Davis' signature appears in the several settling of accounts within, as late as 1850. The second volume is
also inscribed "The property of Miss Ann Davis and Miss Sarah Davis, Roxbury, 1821," but many of the
names can be traced to Chester and surrounding towns. The usual wear at extremities, tears to a few leaves
but overall a very good, sound set.

THE FILTHY SIN OF ADULTERY

4. (Adultery - Religion.) Manuscript Order of Penance for Adultery, Parish of Christ Church,
Winsor, Surrey, England, February 18th, 1713. Single sheet, foolscap, in ink on one side. Old
mounting strip on the verso of the left margin, some marginal wear; very good.
$675.00

A dramatic document of instructions for a public
declaration of penance by "Rachael White, widow,
[who] shall come into the Parish Church... at the ringing
of the first peall or Bell to morning prayer and stand at
the porch or church door where most of the people enter
... and there shall continue until the first lesson be
ended, arrayed all the while in a White Sheet, with a
white wand in her hand and open faced with the paper of
her accusation affixed to her breast." She was then to
enter the church and in full view of the congregation
declare "Whereas to the great offense of Almighty God
and the griefe of all good people I have abused my body
by committing the filthy sin of Adultery, fornication and
incontinency with one John Long...," and publicly
declare her remorse and intention to never commit the
sin again. The document is partly executed in a
secretarial hand and accomplished in another, with
corrections.

5. (Agriculture.) EMERSON, Gouverneur, physician and agricultural writer, editor of the American
edition of Cuthbert Johnson's Planter's and Farmer's Encyclopedia. Autograph Letter signed,
Philadelphia, 2 pp. folio, Oct. 16, 1843. Sm hole, repaired tear.
$135.00
Interesting letter, marked "Private", to the Albany agricultural publishers Gaylord & Tucker, regarding
"great injustice and personal abuse" in the pages of The Cultivator, though he is otherwise grateful to "that
rich magazine of agricultural knowledge", followed by interesting particulars regarding the publication of
Emerson's edition of Johnson's encyclopedia, "The publishers...for whom I have worked like a slave,
during the past year, for little direct profit, have allowed me the privilege of taking subscribers", etc.
6. (Agriculture.) FESSENDEN, Thomas Green, 1771-1837, agricultural writer, journalist and poet.
Autograph letter, signed. To Jesse Buel, Boston Dec. 9, 1823. 1 page, quarto, with integral addre$ss22le5a.0f.0
Fessenden writes the noted New York agriculturist regarding the New England Farmer, Fessenden's
recently established periodical. After discussing the possibility of getting Mr. [Edward] Delavan a bound
volume of his paper, Fessenden continues with a request for contributions from Buel. "I am quite
solicitous to obtain communications from your pen for my paper, and hope you will not consider the
payment of postage as any bar to your sending them, as I would not only very cheerfully pay the postage,
but also consider myself as greatly indebted to your kindness... Perhaps you may now and then have
leisure moments, in which by writing for the NE Farmer, you may benefit the public without detriment to
yourself." A nice letter connecting two important figures in American agriculture.
7. (Agriculture - Scotland.) BLAIKIE, Francis, 1770-1856? Scottish agriculturist, writer and manager of
Thomas William Coke's estates at Holkham. 15 ALs, one to Richard Mackenzie Bacon, editor of the
Norwich. 15 ALs, one to Richard Mackenzie Bacon, editor of the Norwich Mercury, the remaining
to Bacon's son and editorial successor, Richard Novare Bacon. Holkham and Melrose, 1821-56. 63
pages, some tears, minor loss. With complete typed transcription.
$1,650.00
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An important 35 year correspondence from one of the ablest Scottish agriculturists of the 19th century,
who was for 12 years manager at Holkham, the world renowned experimental estate of Thomas William
Coke, Earl of Leicester, recognized as one of the great achievements in English agriculture. The earliest
letters are written during Blaikie's tenure at Holkham, and deal mostly with the publication of R. N.
Bacon's Report of the Transactions at the Holkham Sheep Shearing. Following Coke's death in 1842,
Blaikie retired to Scotland and the remaining letters are written from his farm at St. Helens, Melrose.
Bacon's proposed history of Coke and Holkham elicits from Blaikie several substantial letters regarding
the estate and those who contributed to its success. There is lengthy comment on the controversy
regarding the placement of Coke's memorial, and the in-fighting and goings on at Holkham following
Coke's death. In response to Bacon's request for biographical details for his work, Blaikie supplies a long
and detailed account of the introduction of the turnip into England and his own contributions to perfecting
its culture as a field crop. Blaikie himself was the author of a handful of scarce pamphlets, published by
Coke primarily for distribution among the Holkham tenants, and in one of the letters he discusses these
works. Another letter is devoted to his theories regarding an unsolved Norfolk murder making news at the
time. Active well into his eighties, Blaikie writes with clarity and a wry sense of humor. These are the
letters of an energetic and articulate individual, full of keen observation on politics and affairs of the day,
agricultural and economic policy, as well as more purely rural matters. Altogether a fine batch of primary
material regarding a crucial period in English agriculture..
8. (Astronomy.) BOND, William Cranch (1789-1859), important early American astronomer and
instrument maker, & his father, watch and instrument maker William Bond (1754-1848.). Signed
Mortgage Deed for the Bond Dorchester property, 1827. Folio printed document, accomplished in
manuscript. Pp. 4. Folded, minor tears.
$275.00
Interesting mortgage deed on a property significantly associated with the origins of American astronomy.
The mortgage loan was taken by the elder bond ("I, William Bond... watchmaker.") and witnessed by his
son. The father had settled in Boston in 1793, and his son trained at his side, with no other higher formal
education, and together they built important early chronometers. They later removed to Dorchester and the
parlor of their home became the site of an extraordinary amateur observatory self-built by William Cranch
Bond, from which point he discovered a new comet, and made other important calculations which secured
him preeminence in his field. At the time it was the best equipped observatory in the country, and when in
1839 Harvard decided to establish the nation's first major institutional observatory with contributions from
the country's leading learned societies, Bond was chosen as director and his home observatory was
transferred from Dorchester to Cambridge. For details on Bond's remarkable accomplishments and
contributions to American astronomy, see Struik's Origins of American Science and Holden, Memorials of
William Cranch Bond (1897).
9. BROWN, Moses, 1738-1836, Rhode Island manufacturer and philanthropist. Autograph manuscript
deposition, signed, October 3rd, 1818. 3 pp. folio, thick wove paper, folded. Docketed "Moses Brown's
Deposition." Minor edge wear touching the ends of two words, very good.
$850.00
Brown here deposes on behalf of Cadega Hill, later Lawton, a woman from whom he purchased land for a
road through her property, leading from the Central Bridge. Built in 1792 by Brown and partners, the
Central Bridge over the Seekonk River was an important improvement that connected Providence with
points east. It was early on known as the "Moses Brown Bridge." Brown, as treasurer for the Central
Bridge Corporation, made payments on the $150. note to Hill in irregular installments, as arranged,
according to her needs for money for house repairs and debts. Later a man named William Sutton claimed
he had given Hill $2000., which she claims she never received, and here Brown on her behalf testifies to
Hill's impoverished state, stating that he never saw evidence of her having received any substantial sum.
The deposition, entirely in Brown's hand and signed by him, gives considerable details about his financial
involvements with Hill, and his sympathies for her are clearly evident. At times he gave her cash apart
from his debt, and his testimony is documented by the original 1815 contract for the land, attached to the
deposition by wax, on the verso of which are accounts of Brown's payments, the use to which they were
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put, and completion of which is signed off by Cadega Hill. The
third page of the document is mostly taken up with verification of
the deposition by Noah Kendall, a Justice of the Peace, dated
Providence, October 3rd 1818.
Moses Brown, one of the "Four Brothers" of the illustrious Rhode
Island family, was the chief figure in the development of the New
England textile industry. He was one of the first Americans to
pursue cotton manufacturing in the new republic, and in 1790
induced Samuel Slater to come from England and with him
designed and built the first water powered textile mill, in
Pawtucket, R.I. Becoming a Quaker in 1774, Brown freed his
slaves and helped to establish the Rhode Island Abolition Society.
His wide-ranging improvements were central in the development
of Providence, and the benefits of his many philanthropic
interests, including the founding and support of Brown
University, continue to the present. Brown's papers were early on
deposited at the Rhode Island Historical Society, and his
autograph is rare in trade. A single manuscript of his, a 2 pp. legal
document adjudicating a property boundary in 1783 (Bonham's,
2006, $4775.) appears in auction records of the last 50 years.

10. CAMPBELL, Thomas. Early manuscript version of Campbell's poem "To the United States of
America." 1 page 4to, undated Folded, and mounted on page of John Hobhouse, Lord Broughton's
Recollections From a Long Life (1909.), as a contribution to extra-illustration.
$250.00
Campbell's anti-slavery poem of eight lines, comparing the American flag's stars and stripes to the white
man's freedom and the slave's scars.. The manuscript text differs in two instances from the final version as
published in Campbell's Complete Works. The poem here is untitled, and signed "Campbell," and it is
unclear whether or not this is in Campbell's hand, but the differing texts makes it an intriguing question.
11. DEXTER, Henry, 1806-1886, sculptor, portrait painter. ALs, Killingly [Ct.], Sept. 6th 1835. 3 pp,
4to. Folded; two small holes affecting a couple of letters.
$175.00
An early letter, written at the dawn of Dexter''s career. The usual apologies for not writing, and family
news, Then "I will just say that I have left my trade and have commenced studying the fine arts. I shall
make no comment on my turning artist, only to say that I have quite a galery (sic) of paintings at home and
am now employ'd painting abroad.. I've already the portraits of several fine ladies..." Dexter began as a
blacksmith and then studied art in Boston. He gained fame as a sculptor of portrait busts, and among his
sitters were O. W. Holmes and Charles Dickens.
12. (Dutchess County, NY.) 18th c. ms. copy of a 1697 power of attorney given for the purchase of
land. Folio, laid paper,1 p.
$45.00
"Know all men by these presents that we... owners of ye major part of that tract of land situated and being
in Dutchess County and above Pekeapsy granted by patt[ent] to Heathcut and others, and whereas the
Native Indians do aledge that they have not yet been fully paid & satisfied... We do by these presents
make, ordain and constitute... Henry Filkins our true and lawfull attorney...etc.
13. (Education.) BINGHAM, Caleb, 1757-1817, educator and pioneer writer of text-books. ANs, Boston,
June 30th, 1802 To Hartford publisher and bookseller John Babcock. Half-page foolscap. Folded,
neat tears repaired. Addressed by Bingham on verso, and docketed by Babcock.
$325.00
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Brief, interesting note regarding the distribution of a major American text-book. "Dear Sir, I think I make
no 'egregious mistake,' when I tell you that I have put on board Capt. Williams' Sloop, for you, 12 doz.
Preceptor 21/D42.00; and that I am, Your humble servant, Caleb Bingham." Bingham's American
Preceptor, an anthology of selected passages for reading first published 1794, was the most popular book
of its kind in the early 19th century.
14. (Education.) NILES, W.S. or H.I.S. [?]. Ink autograph journal for a village schoolmaster in
Greene, New York, signed with initials and surname on the inside front wrapper. Greene (and
Lebanon), NY: April 17, 1832. In an attractive Knowlton & Rice writing book, app. 8 x 6.5 inches;
pictorial wrappers, attractive ads on rear wrapper. 36 pages of closely-written but fairly legible text. Some
light soiling but in very good condition.
$900.00

A detailed, introspective journal kept by a young
schoolmaster, with observations on teaching and
village life in 1832 Chenango County, New York.

15. (Education.) PHELPS, Almira Lincoln, 1793-1884, educator, botanist and sister of Emma Willard.
Autograph letter, signed. Baltimore, Aug. 19, 1878 To Miss Julia E. Smith, Glastonbury,
Connecticut (see below.). 4 pp 12mo, on embossed stationery. With original envelope.
$475.00
A fine, intimate letter, linking two important 19th c, American women, written late in life by the noted
pioneer of female education, sister of Emma Willard (and teacher at her school,) and author of the
influential Familiar Lectures in Botany. The letter touches upon details of family life, including her three
children, now grown, as well as a family ward, "a sad case of premature senility... I took a young girl... to
live with me till she should be 18 years old. She has never left me, is now 67 years old, but feeble and
tremulous...I long since made her as one of my family, but the case is melancholy." She commiserates
with her correspondent Smith, who like her is the last remaining member of her family, mentioning Emma
Willard's death in 1870. Signed "Almira Lincoln Phelps."
Julia Evelina Smith Parker (1792-1886), was educated at Emma Willard's school, and gained distinction
as being the only female translator of the Bible, and the only translator to do so without any help. She and
her sister Abby Hadassah Smith were outspoken suffragists who sparked a revolution against women
being subject to taxation without representation, which became a widely attended affair known as "Abby
Smith and her Cows." For both sisters, see Notable American Women Vol. 3, pp. 302-304.

REGARDING THE FIRST NORMAL SCHOOL IN AMERICA AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

16. (Education - Capital Punishment.) PEIRCE, Cyrus, 1790-1860, American educator and founding
principal of the first public normal school in America. ALs regarding teacher education and his
opposition to capital punishment, written "To my dear pupil Almira Locke," West-Newton, March
31, 1841. Together with Peirce's 1 p. letter of recommendation for Locke. 3 pp. 4to. Folded, minor
repaired tears; very good.
$375.00
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A fine, substantive letter by a distinguished figure in the history of American education. Peirce's career as
an educator began on Nantucket, where he was master of a model high school that gained the attention of
Horace Mann. In 1839 he established in Lexington, Mass. the country's first public normal school,
supported by funding organized by Mann. It later moved to West Newton, and finally Framingham, where
it now continues as Framingham State College. In the present letter, written to a former pupil, he begins
with words of encouragement, advising "You must not be so self-distrustful. There is such a thing as
thinking too lowly of oneself as well as too highly... I heard of you doing at one time very well in
Amesbury, since which I have had no opportunity, save from Mr. Bowditch, of hearing about you but
from yourself and then I always hear --- b - a - d. You must not be looking all the time at the spots on the
sun's disc."
Peirce then goes on to discuss his school: "I have just been making out a catalogue of Normalty... I find
that 364 pupils have entered the Institution since it began at Lexington in 1839. 301 have remained 1 year
or more at it; 16 have died and 29!!! have got married!!... We now have 83 connected with the school, 4
teachers - Myself, E.N. Lincoln, Sarah Watson from Nantucket, and Mary Livermore from Milford, N.H."
Pierce devotes the last page to capital punishment, specifically a curious case of kleptomania: "The story
of the man that stole after he had been hung for stealing, you have got substantially correct. [It] is striking
and shows how well suffering does to reform a man!... You are at liberty to give it to Mr. Spear and if he
can do any good with it to abolish the inhuman & barbarous custom of legally killing folks, I shall be glad.
What an outrage upon common sense and humanity this practice is!!!" Pierce goes on to suggest that such
determined criminal behaviors should be considered as insanity and "should be treated as such and [the
individual] sent in mercy to the hospital for the morally insane."
17. (Forestry - English, 17th c.) PARKYNS, Richard of Yorkshire. Autograph letter, signed. To
Richard Hawker, Flintham. Undated, 17th c. Folio, 1 page, with integral address leaf, which is partly
torn along folds; otherwise very good.
$325.00
Interesting letter beginning "Much valewed brother," regarding a controversy over the cutting of cord
wood in Dob Park, Yorkshire. Defending himself against Hawker's challenge that he ought not do so,
Parkyns writes "The contrarye, this corde woode that I gett in Dob parke I am necessitated to, by a
bargayn made for foure hundreth cord to be be delivered upon bargayn before my tyme, but howsoever
you belief that the cutting the wood in this manner will spoyle the trees. I am confermed by men of
judgment that it will make the timber better hereafter. I cut none but water boughts and dead boughts and
armes that hath been broken donne by the falls of other trees in former time, and they would spoyle the
other trees if they were not cut donne..." etc. The controversy revolves around Parkyns' son Rollston and
his financial troubles. Dob Park still exists to some extent as a public preserve.

RED TAPE FOR THE GOVERNOR

18. GAINE, Hugh, 1726-1807. Autograph invoice, signed; Dec. 20, 1793. To His Excellency George
Clinton. 1 p., quarto. Neatly inset into paper borders.
$250.00
The noted New York printer, stationer and bookseller sells a ream and a half of paper, wax, wafers and red
tape (for bundling papers) to the founding and seven time governor of New York, called "the father of his
state." Signed twice by Gaine and docketed (by Clinton?) on verso.
19. GREELEY, Horace. ALs, New York, to J. C. Newkirk, Hudson, NY, January 17, 1849. 2 pp.
foolscap, with integral blank. Neat tears starting along fold.
$450.00
Greeley declines an invitation to lecture in Hudson, NY: Apologizing for winter conditions that prevent a
same day return to the city, he writes "I have no time that could not be more usefully spent than in using
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up three days to give such a lecture as I am able to offer." He continues at length, advising Newkirk, a
Hudson attorney, on how to establish a successful lecture series: "I live by another trade and never refuse a
chance to lecture for nothing (always provided the admission is free.) But there are others to whom
recompense is an object, and those should be treated with only on the principle that ‘the Laborer is worth
of his hire.' Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Giles, Charles Sumner and a few such, are cheaper lecturers at
$50. per night than worn out editors and the dull average of Parsons at nothing at all."
20. HALE, Sarah Josepha (1788-1879,) author of Mary’s Little Lamb, journalist. Autograph sentiment:
“True friendship is no plant of hasty growth. Though rooted in esteem’s deep soil, the slow and gradual
culture of kind intercourse must bring it to perfection. Sarah Josepha Hale Philadelphia, March 13, 1843.”
$175.00
Brown ink on a single letter-sized sheet.

A WORK IN PROGRESS

21. HOLMES, Oliver Wendell, 1809-1894, poet and physician. Autograph Letter signed, Boston, Feb.
2d, 1859. 2pp, 22 cm.
$425.00
A letter written to Rev. John C. Webster, of Hopkinton, Mass., to whom Holmes has sent a preliminary
draft of his long historical ballad "Agnes." "A thousand thanks for your very interesting notes upon my
ballad. I consider it a mere rough sketch, and if I thought fit to publish it, should probably rewrite it,
perhaps even change the form of verse." “Agnes” was first published in Holmes' collection, Songs of
Many Keys, 1862. The poem relates the true story of the Marblehead fisherman's daughter Agnes Surriage,
who, as a teenage house maid at a local inn, was wooed by Sir Harry Frankland, collector of the port of
Boston, becoming his mistress and travelling companion for more than a decade and finally his wife when
the couple settled in England. "If I should be disposed," Holmes writes, "I trust you would be willing that I
should avail myself of your notes which have so much interested me. Do you intend publishing about Sir.
H. - if so when and how. I am afraid your account would be taken for the poem and mine for the prose, if
you printed first. With many thanks. Very truly yours, O. W. Holmes." Holmes would later publicly
acknowledge Rev. Webster's contribution in his introduction to the poem in The Poetical Works: "The
story... is told in the ballad with a strict adhesion to facts. These were obtained from information afforded
me by the Rev. Mr. Webster of Hopkinton."
22. HOWE, Julia Ward. Autograph letter, signed. 241 Beacon St, April 6th, 1882. 2 pp, 12mo. Folded,
fine.
$275.00
A brief letter, arranging a visit. "Dear Mrs. Firkins (?), I write a line only to say I will surely come to you
this spring, unless prevented by by some very serious obstacle wh[ich] I cannot now forsee. How will
Saturday 29th April answer? Glad you are so well and so hopeful. Yrs cordially and in haste, Julia W.
Howe."
23. HOWELLS, William Dean, 1837-1920, novelist . ALs, 1 page, Nov. 15, 1919. To Corporal Ira J.
Friedman, U. S. General Hospital # 41, Staten Island, NY. On The Saint Hubert Hotel stationery, with
integral blank, and with original addressed envelope.
$175.00
A warm letter, written 6 months before Howells' death, to a wounded doughboy recuperating in a Staten
Island military hospital. "I am sending you a book of mine which I hope you will accept; but I am sorry I
cannot give you a list of my hundred big and little books. You will find this with the dates of each in
'Who's Who,' English or American... It has greatly touched me to know that you like my books, or get any
cheer from them. Yours sincerely, W. D. Howells."
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24. JAMES, Henry. Autograph letter signed, [London] 3 Bolton St, Piccadilly W. March 5 [after
1885]. To the American artist Edwin Abbey. 2 pp, 12mo. Very slight wear at fold, very good and
clean.
$950.00
A brief letter, arranging a time to dine with Abbey at the Savile. " I have been meaning to dine with you
often of late - but am just back from a month in Paris. I shall have to wait to learn from you who Mr. John
Speed is - I know him not - & also why you have fled from Campden Hill. I hope Parson's terrible temper
has nothing to do with it!. Yours always, Henry James." Abbey formed what one biographer termed his
"most intense friendship" with the English landscape painter Alfred Parsons, and derived much inspiration
from their travels through the English countryside. John Singer Sargent, Francis Millet, Parsons, Abbey
and James were all part of the circle known as the Broadway Group, named after the picturesque village in
the Cotswalds where they gathered for a time.
25. JENKS, William 1778-1866. Clergyman, educator and author. Ms. introductory biographical notice
& critical analysis "For Messrs. Crocker & Brewster's third edition of Pollok's 'Course of Time.'
Sept. 25, 1828." Manuscript, 8 pp 4to., in a small, neat hand; unsigned. Folded, outer leaves a little dusty;
very good.
$185.00
Pollok's single famous poem was first published in Edinburgh, 1827, shortly before his death. This is a fair
copy ms. for Jenks' introduction to Crocker & Brewsters' "Third American from the third Edinburgh
edition", titled "A Brief Memoir of the life of the Author; & and Analysis of the Poem in an 'Argument' of
each respective book." See DAB for Jenks, a noted historian, Biblical commentator and educator and
author of the anti-Jefferson futuristic fiction Memoir of the Northern Kingdom; his library was one of the
best in New England.
26. (Juvenile - Civil War.) Anon. [ms. title:]. The Milk Can That Wanted to be a Drum. Ca. 1861-64.. 3
pp. foolscap; approximately 600 words.
$375.00
A fair copy, but with numerous revisions and corrections. At the
top in the corners are simple line drawings of a milk can and a
drum and with sticks. An appealing and well-composed juvenile
story of a milk can discontented with his mundane life on the farm.
When a local regiment marches by, headed by a fife and drum, he
sees his calling: "They all looked so gay and bright, all but the
soldiers' faces, for they had left their little children behind them,
and were going to fight and perhaps die. But the milk can saw
nothing but the drum, 'Ah that is a life worth living.'" When the
farmer's young son, equally impressed by the parade, ties a
bandana to his head and turns the milk-can into a drum, the can's
heart "swelled within him as the little boy tied him about his neck
with a piece of rope." But his tune soon changes as the boy beats
his sides with wood sticks, and he shouts (in imitation of a drum
beat) "Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop! Stopper! Stopper.
Stopper! Stop! Stop! Stop! ... My sides are black & blue - I shall
die!" The boy's soldier play ends when his mother comes out "Johnny! Johnny Jones! What on earth are
you up to? As if it wasn't bad enough to have real war and folks murdering each other, but must you go to
making believe another?" The can is rescued and scrubbed clean, the boy is warned he will feel what it's
like to be a drum if he continues, and the story concludes "Never again did that milk can wish he was a
drum." The manuscript is probably New England in origin, and given the message of the story, written by
a woman. Evidently unpublished.
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27. KEBLE, John, divine and poet, a founder of the Oxford Movement. His ms. rough draft of a letter
organizing opposition to the Divorce Bill of 1857. 1 page, folio, written on the blank integral leaf of an
ALs from Sir George Grey (1799-1882), statesman, 1 page, Whitehall, 24th August, 1857. Folded, fine.
$500.00
Grey's letter, written as home secretary, informs Keble that he has laid before the Queen the petition sent
by Keble "from a number of Her Majesty's female subjects of various ranks, in reference to the Divorce
and Matrimonial Causes Bill." On the integral blank of Grey's letter, Keble has drafted a circular to be sent
to newspapers around the kingdom, informing them of the petition, which "received in less than a month
26,251 signatures, almost entirely in answer to private notices, without any organization, from persons of
all ranks, but chiefly of the lower & middle classes. The auguries of untold social mischief from this
change in the law were universal & seemed to come from the very heart..." A fascinating rough draft, with
many corrections, which illuminates Keble's antipathy to divorce reform, more formally documented in
his pamphlet An Argument Against Repealing the Laws Which Treat the Nuptial Bond as Indissoluble.
28. (Law study, student reading, etc.) ALs, signed "Your old classmate Tightwater." Philadelphia,
ca,.1823. 4 pp 4to. Folded, neat splits along fold.
$95.00
A smart, long and densely written letter from a self-described "long-winded goose-quill", evidently a
Harvard graduate who has taken up law studies in Philadelphia. Writing to his friend, he describes of his
curriculum, his required reading, college reminiscences, and his literary reading with interesting
comments on Byron, Sir Walter Scott, and James Fenimore Cooper: "Cooper's last novel is 'The Pilot.' If
you have read this you may easily judge how deeply it engrossed me & if you have not I beseech you
procure it forthwith. Many think that Scott's powder is nearly spent. However this may be I am satisfied
that Cooper's horn is well filled, & if he does not make a report as the 'great unknown' his pieces will be
heard at no small distance."
29. LINCOLN, Robert Todd, 1843-1926, Sec. of War, railroad executive. Typed letter, signed,
Manchester, Vermont, August 25th, 1908. 1 p. 12mo. To Dr. C. J. Murray, Middletown Springs,
Vt.
$450.00
Some sixty words, declining an invitation to attend a political rally. "...it would be most agreeable to meet
Secretary Shaw and Senator Dillingham, and others who will be there; but I regret to say that my health is
not good enough to permit me to attend meetings of this kind." On Pullman stationery, while he was
president of the company, from Hildene, his Vermont retreat.
30. (Massachusetts, Middlesex - 18th c. Mining) Manuscript draft of a liberty grant by Seth Wyman of
Charlestown, selling rights to a mine. January 8th, 1784. 1 page 4to, folded. Neat separation along folds,
else very good.
$175.00
Wyman gives rights to Josiah Johnson of Charlestown, Daniel Lamson, and David Pain "full liberty to
blow and dig and clear away the ground and the stone which they shall judge necessary in order to get at a
mine which they have already begun to work upon in my pasture..." Followed by terms regarding division
of unspecified "oar." Unsigned. Docketed on verso, "Liberty grant."
31. (Middleboro, Mass.) Ms. minutes of "The Central Hay Scales Company." Middleboro, Mass:
1846-1858. 12mo, plain home-made wrappers, stitched. Pp. 16.
$65.00
Begins with founding of the company, and records regular meetings, with election of officers, committee
appointments, declaration of dividends. The meetings were held at Arad Bryant's shop, and Orsamus
Littlejohn was in charge of weighing and maintenance.
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32. MINOR, Benjamin Blake, educator, lawyer and editor and proprietor of The Southern Literary
Messenger from 1843-47. Als, Richmond, Aug. 28, 1843. To John W. Hasbrouck. 1 page, foolscap.
Fine.
$200.00
A detailed letter, regarding a request for back issues of the Southern Literary Messenger. After listing
available volumes ("only a few copies of 1840, and a good many copies of 1842", etc.), Minor writes, "I
have had some difficulty in completing a set for myself and should not have succeeded as easily as I did,
but that a friend sent me down a lot of back numbers, with which I was able to make several volumes in
the office...I have still to purchase Vol. 1." Interesting sidelight on the contemporary demand for one of
the key literary periodicals of its time, at one time edited by Poe.

AN EARLY AMERICAN SUITE OF MARCHES FOR WIND ENSEMBLE

33. (Music.) RICKSECKER, Peter, 1791-1873. [manuscript title:]. IV Marches. 1. Washington's March
2. A Prussian ditto 3. General Harrison's (di P.R.) 4. Genl. Hiester's March (di P. R.) Dedicated to Mr.
John Ricksecker, by Peter Ricksecker. 1820. Manuscript, probably Lancaster, Pa., 1820. Large 4to, on
heavy laid paper. 10 leaves, including title leaf and final blank. Title a little fly spotted, one letter abraded,
other wise in fresh untrimmed condition.
$2,000.00
Highly interesting American musical manuscript of four
marches, including two composed by Ricksecker, all scored
by him for wind ensemble of flute, 2 cornets, clarino, 2
clarinets and 2 bassoons. Peter Ricksecker was Moravian
composer born in America. He was a student and later a
teacher at the Nazareth Seminary before leaving to live in
Lancaster, Pa. He later became a missionary in the West
Indies, and retired to Bethlehem. The only published
composition of his we can trace is "The Battle of New
Orleans, For the piano forte," Philadelphia, 1816. As here,
he seems to have specialized in works commemorating
American military heroes. There survives a manuscript
register of weekly concerts given by the Moravian
community at Nazareth from 1796 on; an entry there
records a Sept. 3, 1815 performance of Ricksecker's
"General Brown's and Gen. Harrison's March for 6 part
wind ensemble." The Moravian music community was very
active, and their output constitutes a distinctly important
contribution to formal composition in early America. In
particular, their characteristic use of wind instruments forms a significant chapter in the early history of
those instruments in this country. See Jane Elizabeth Ellsworth's on-line dissertation, The Clarinet in
Early America (Ohio State, 2004); and Rau & David, A Catalogue of Music by American Moravians,
1742-1842.
34. PIERPONT, John, (1785-1866,) American poet, abolitionist and Unitarian minister. Autograph letter,
signed, Washington D. C., 7 March, 1865, to "My Dear Mrs. Gott." 4 pp. 8vo, closely written. Folded;
fine.
$250.00
A charming letter of more than 600 words, in which Pierpont, just shy of his 80th birthday, writes to Anne
Baldwin Gott, an old friend (and distant cousin), and reminisces about their youth in Litchfield, Ct.: "You
can look back to the time - more than half a century ago - when we were 'young folks' upon Litchfield hill.
I a student in the law school, and you - let me say my old friend - just about the brightest and sprightliest,
& most'"laughter-[ ]ing' of all the belles of that belle breeding metropolis of old Litchfield County. Why,
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my old friend, Mrs. Gott, do you ever think -can you remember what a gay, blooming, bright-eyed,
laughing little witch Anne Baldwin was? " Mrs. Gott had lost her husband recently, and Pierpont quotes
consoling lines from Bryant, and offers religious encouragement: "Your life, my old friend, has, like mine,
been one of great vicissitudes, of our lot have been without dismay in the dark hours, without pride or vain
boasting in the bright ones, and I doubt not that in our dark, & in our bright hours alike, we have leaned on
an arm stronger than ours, and looked up with filial trust to one who has loved us infinitely better than we
have loved Him." Pierpont at the time of this writing was still working daily as a clerk in the Treasury
Dept., and his hand is remarkably clear and steady.
35. (Pottery - Lee, Mass.) Printed quit claim deed, accomplished in manuscript, for a share in a
potter's shop and kiln, Lee, Ma., November, 1810. Broadside, 12 x 7 3/4 inches. Folded, lightly
browned., small hole, no loss.
$150.00
Absalom Stedman conveys to Roger Seymour "one half share...in the Potter's Shop and Kiln House... in
the Town of Lee... on the south side of the Turnpike road... and a few rods west of the Paper Mill, also one
half of the tools and implements used in and about the said Potter's Shop... also one half of the tools used
in and about making aquaduct pipes with clay..." Stedman later moved to New Haven, Ct., where he
prospered in brick manufacture.
36. (Romney, George). Manuscript receipt for payment for a portrait of James Wilson, [Kendal] July
17th, 1764. 5 ½ x 7 d inches.
$375.00
In the hand of the artist's brother Peter Romney, and signed by him: "Mr.
Wilson to Geo. Romney. For Painting his Portrait £8 s8d0. Received the
above contents in full for George Romney by Peter Romney. July 17,
1764." The receipt is for Romney's portrait of James Wilson of Kendal, a
member of a family responsible for several of his earliest commissions.
See Chamberlain, George Romney (1910), pp. 27-28. The painting was
last sold at Sotheby's in 1996 (Sale 6200, lot 69), to the Pathmore Corp.
37. ROSSETTI, Christina. ALs, 30 Torrington Square - W. C., Dec. 1 [1888?], to Mr. William Bryant,
signed "Christina G. Rosetti. 4 pp. half-sheet foolscap. Folded, in original envelope, addressed in CR's
hand.
$675.00
The recipient of this letter was for a time secretary to the poet and journalist Mackenzie Bell, friend and
biographer of Christina Rossetti. At the time of this letter, Bryant and his wife were in reduced
circumstances and ill health and he made repeated requests for financial aid from an increasingly
exasperated Rossetti, who here makes clear her inability to do provide it: "That last application to which I
with an effort responded professed to be final: do not force me to keep reminding you that so it was. You
give me indeed a sad picture of your misery: what can I say, but that the Infirmary holds out to you sick
necessaries and the hope of renewed health and ability to work should work offer? Your thus taking care
of yourself would relieve your good wife from part of her daily struggle with dire poverty, and would
perhaps enable you once more to occupy your natural post as bread winner." She goes on to explain her
lack of funds and necessity for "continual economy." Another of Rossetti's letters in this exchange was
sold at Bonham's in 2001, lot 1061 ($ 600.+) (8503)
38. (Timber - England) [ms. title:]. Abstract of a Contract & Agreement with Messrs. Adamich and
Haire for Supplying Timber &c. 8 October 1817. Folio manuscript, plain wrappers, stitched with
ribbon. Pp. 16, illus. A few minor stains; near fine.
$185.00
Interesting manuscript contract between the Crown and partners Andrew Lewis Adamich and Samuel
Haire "to import from Croatia, Carniola, & Sclavonia and deliver at His Majesty's Dock Yards... several
quantities of Oak Timber, Oak Knees, Oak Thickstuff, Oak Plank and Oak Tree Nails." Covers details of
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guarantees and liability, duties, shipping vessels, and timber specifications, the last illustrated in a full
page colored diagram.
39. (Travel Diary - Lake County, Indiana.) Ms. travel diary of H. H. Horton, from New York City to
Cedar Lake, Lake County, Indiana, July 18th - Aug. 18, 1844. 12mo, limp calf, hand-stitched. 48
leaves (96 pp.), in a clear, legible hand.
$1,400.00
A leisurely, well-written daily account of rail, steamboat, and carriage travel by a man visiting his family,
who have settled in extreme northwestern Indiana. His journey takes him from New York City to Buffalo,
where he boards the steamboat Great Western and follows the Grand River in Ohio to Lake Erie, stopping
briefly at Cleveland. Continuing on the Great Lakes system, there is a stop in Detroit, passage through
Lake St. Clair, on to Lake Huron and its bays and islands, with a stop at Fort Mackinac, where he visits
with commander Capt. Martin Scott. The steamboat continues to Milwaukee, stopping at Great Manitou
Island for fuel, finally arriving at Chicago after seven days of travel. Land travel in carriages, on good and
bad roads takes him to his family in Cedar Lake, Indiana three days later. His time is then spent in visiting
family members whom he hasn't seen in six years.
Horton has a way with words, and his observations and travel notes are lucid if brief. He typically records
his travelling companions, musical entertainments and dances, meals, topographical details, other
steamboats passed, hotels, etc. He describes resident Indians on the Canadian banks near Port Huron: "For
many miles on the Canadian side we observe the Indian huts all along the banks... some are riding on
horseback, some are returning from hunting & some paddling the canoes, but most of them are standing
out in front of their cabins looking at us, some whistling & some yelling, saluting us as we pass." The visit
with famed marksman & sportsman Capt. Scott yields long anecdotes on the captain's prowess as a coon
hunter and duelist.
Everyday details of prairie living abound, the posting of mail, competing with flies for a meal, group
accommodations when travelling by coach: "Maj. Torrey & his wife & baby in one bed, while myself &
driver occupy another, & 1/2 a dozen children tumbled in together in a trundle bed." Of particular note is
Horton's dining with the distinguished agriculturist Solon Robinson (see DNB), who was the first white
settler of Lake County.
After a stay of two weeks, helping with mechanical and agricultural tasks, Horton heads back to Chicago,
with a harrowing account of a miscalculated slog through a marsh in a lumber wagon. His return trip on
the steamboat "St. Louis," is amply documented in similar detail, with accounts of travelling life on board
and at the various stops made - a chess game, musical entertainment, one evening where a group of men
were singing in the captain's room, while a group of missionaries sang in another room. He pronounces the
town of Canandaigua NY "the most beautiful I have seen" and marks the "many beauties and pleasant
streets of Troy," with mention of Emma Willard's schools. Horton's journey ends after a trip down the
Hudson on the steamboat "North America".
Altogether a fine exposition of practical and tourist travel to the prairies and evolving major cities of
midwestern America at an early period, written by a relaxed and receptive observer.
40. (Manuscript novel.) WEST, KEITH [pseud. Kenneth Westmacott Lane, English novelist, 1893-1954.].
The Three Blossoms of Chang-An. Being a Biography of Lieu Kim Wai. Edited by Keith West.
11-12-39. Manuscript in ink, two vols, 4to ruled workbooks bound in cloth. Pp. 268; 264. Fine.
$750.00
Working manuscript of a novel set in Imperial China, purporting to be the translation of ancient scrolls
recently excavated, a story of a young official who, while travelling, becomes magistrate of a province,
takes a bribe, a mistress and evolves to respectability. It is the second of half a dozen novels written by
Lane under the pseudonym "Keith West", all with Chinese historical settings. The Three Blossoms was
first published in London in 1941 by The Cresset Press, and subsequently in New York by Macmillan.
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Lane's first novel Bamboo was published in 1931, his last in 1951. At least three were published in
America. With numerous corrections, inserts, and revisions, and signed on the front fly of Vol. I, "K. W.
Lane, of Winderton, Brailes, Warwickshire, c/o Christy and Moore Ltd, 222 Strand, London, WC2, to
whom please return."
41. WHITTIER, John Greenleaf (1807-1892), American poet. A series of 3 ALs and 1 ANs to Charles
Sheldon French, of Peru, Mass., regarding French's attempts to publish his poems. Amesbury and
Danvers, Mass., 1881-1883. 12mo, total 8 pp. Folded, very good.
$1,500.00
A rather touching string of letters, showing the aged poet's generosity in aiding aspiring writers. French,
who lived in a remote Berkshire County hill town, has submitted a sample of his long poem on sugar
making and other rural New England pursuits, to which Whittier replies in the first letter, "The subject I
think is an admirable one, and its treatment by thee is creditable to thy head and heart. But I am not sure it
would be successful as a poem. The same thing in a prose essay or story would be far more likely to
secure popular favor. For, while thy verse has many merits it still lacks the freshness of imagery and
careful poetical expression, the indefinable something which makes one word of the same meaning as
another so new & graceful & fitting." He goes on to suggest publications that might be interested in such a
sketch, including St. Nicholas, Wide Awake and the Youth's Companion. Undaunted, French submits a
revised version nearly two years later. In the second letter Whittier writes "I ought to have told thee of the
receipt of thy Poem, in amended form. It seems to me much better for the omission. I have not found a
publisher for it but will make another attempt soon. I suppose the season of sugar making is past now in
your mountains...." Five months later he writes to French, "Dear Friend, I have read with pleasure the
manuscript of "The Sugar Maker." If it is not artistically perfect, and if it gives evidence of a somewhat
unaccustomed writer, it has much metrical felicity and descriptive power. It has the flavor of the woods
and hills; it recalls the farm life of New England with its happy mingling of thrift and amusement. Its
theme has, I believe, never been sung before..." And in a thoughtful separate note, Whittier adds "I think
the enclosed letter would perhaps aid thee in procuring a publisher..."
Nine years later French's volume ultimately did secure a small publisher in his own Berkshire County. It
appeared as Sugar Maple and Other Poems (Pittsfield, Mass.: H. C. Kells, 1892), nicely illustrated with
half-tone photos of local scenes, and saw a second, expanded edition (Hartford, 1899). In the first edition
French proudly quotes Whittier's endorsement from the third letter, and in the second edition, he
reproduces the letter in facsimile (see BAL 22160 for both.)
42. WOOD, George (1799-1870), author of "Peter Schlemihl in America," and other works. Three ALs to
the Philadelphia publishers Carey and Hart, all signed "Peter Schlemihl," 1847-1848. 3 pp foolscap.
$450.00
Three interesting letters regarding his book Peter Schlemihl in America, and other matters. Wood's novel
the adventures begun Aldabert de Chamisso's classic German novel, first published in 1813, and later
issued in America by Cary and Hart, in William Howitt's translation. In the first letter Wood advises that
he has sent the publishers a box to safeguard the ms. of his novel: "I beg this box may be used as the
depository of the Mss of 'Peter' in your safe, until he is 'safe' out of harm's way in print - I have no copy
and any loss would be a matter of great regret & serious difficulty to be replaced." The second is a letter of
introduction for Rev. E. Goodrich Smith, who has written a translation of a German historical novel about
the reformation, which Wood enthusiastically recommends for publication: "I hope it may suit you to
bring out this work, which in point of interest will compare with D'Aubigny's Reformation..." In the final
letter Wood writes of his novel's critical reception: "The Christian Observer for August has a highly
commendatory notice of some length... The New York Observer of 22 Ju ly has an article of the same
tone. - and on the 12th inst. an extract of two columns with a heading saying Peter was a capital book
which every body should read, &c."
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